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Mixer Friday Night

Welcome Summer Students

MONISH

S TA TE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. MISSOULA, M ONTANA

aimiK
THURSDAY, JU N E 20, 1929.

VOLUM E VI, NO. 1.

PRESIDENT C. H. CLAPP IDaehler Piano
WELCOMES STUDENTS IRecital To Be
FIRST CONVOCATION Qiven Tonight

FIGURES FOR SCHOOL
REGISTRATION NOT
FINALLY COMPUTED

In stru cto r in M usic H as
R eputation on Two
C ontinents.

Up to Wednesday Night 437 Students Had Begun
Registration While Only 352
Had Finished.

University Head Cautions Listeners Against Overbur
dening Selves With Work. Advantages of
Recreation Stressed.
Welcome was extended to the summer school students by
President C. H. Clapp at the first convocation of the quarter
held Tuesday at 11 o ’clock.
President Clapp expressed the hope that the traditional
friendly spirit of the campus would be maintained and freely
exercised by those attending here this summer. He further
stated that because of the smallness of the University and its
staff members, an acquaintance between students and instruct
ors is possible and profitable for each.
A flexible program Including re-'
creation and profitable study has
UNIVERSITY MAN
been arranged and all are invited
to make the most of the library, IS INVESTIGATING
public lecture courses, swimming
pool, art displays, dramatics, recit MONTANA FOSSILS
als, and band concerts. Social ac
tivities, in the form of bridge part
ies, dance mixers and week end Expedition From Michigan
Rests on Decision o f
trips to nearby places of scenic and
Dr. Deiss.
historical interest, in which this
region is rich, have been provided
Charles Deiss, assistant professor
for.
Cautions Against Overwork.
of geology at the University during
The students were cautioned by the regular sessions, is now investi
President Clapp against overburd gating fossil beds which are estim
ening themselves with work. “The ated to be at least five million years
entire summer school movement,” old. The beds are near Emigrant,
said President Clapp, “is endan 30 miles north of Yellowstone park
gered by a too zealous attitude to in Park county. The possibility of
learn displayed by summer school an expedition from the University
students.” The various student ad of Michigan investigating the beds
visers have been instructed to op rests upon the decision of Dr. Deiss.
pose the unwise policy of endeavor
r. Deiss, whose specialty is
ing to load one’s self down with ex paleontology, looked over the cliffs
last week, accompanied by Don C.
cess credits.
Announcements Made.
Evans of Livingston, who is an in
Students desiring a teacher’s cer structor at Park county high school.
tificate a t the end of the summer No announcement of a decision has
school are requested to apply before reached here yet.
June 25, after which date a fine of
The deposits are exposed for a
five dollars will be exacted. Those considerable distance up the side of
students who are working toward a the cliff. Dr. Deiss will probably
certificate are also requested to study them further.
make known their intentions at the
Several fossil teeth and a piece of
business office at Main hall not petrified wood were found by the
later than July 20.
men on their trip last week.
Those students desirous of ob If the expedition is decided on it
taining degrees a t the end of this will be heeded by Dr. Case, nation
quarter are asked to consult Doctor ally known paleontologist from the
Paul C. Phillips, who may be found University; of Michigan, and Mr.
at the registrar's office each week Deias will work with him.
day morning between 10:45 and
11:05.
All teachers wishing a position
DEEP MEANING IN
are invited to confer with Profes-'
sor Haddock of the recommenda WRITINGS OF WAR
tions committee of the educational
department.
FREEMAN SAYS
Registration Figures.
In speaking of the number of stu
dents enrolled this summer as com Tells of Many Good Books in
pared with last summer President
Lecture on “ W ar
Clapp stated a the number to be 34
Literature."
less this summer. A greater num
ber of new students, however, is
In the. first of a series of lec
registered, there being 191 former
students last summer against 170 tures to be given by the English
so far this summer. The figures staff during the summer session,
also show fewer women students, Professoj E. L. Freeman, of the
221, with an increase of 13 men English department, talked this
moraingpt the Little Theater on
students over last summer.
In concluding President Clapp "War literature." The lectures
gave a brief geological discussion are open to the public as well as
of Montana. Montana is divided to those enrolled in the "Lectures"
class.
(Continued on page four)
Professor Freeman first men
tioned some qualities of literature
Bank Employe Who which most be present in a book
about war to make it a good war
Was Student, Shot book. There were also short
sketches! of a number of books
Hollingsworth, Ex *29, Will Recover which were written about the
From Holdup Men's Attack.
World tar. Most of these were
"imaginative literature" or fiction,
Vernon Hollingsworth, ex-’29, re although Mr. Freeman also men
ceived a flesh-wound in his left arm, tioned lome essayists and autobiand a severe cut on the head, Tues ograpbda.
day noon, in a bank holdup at
"We tan make very complex def
Ronan.
initions, of #hat It takes to make
Holingsworth, assistant cashier of a good piece of war literature, but
the Bonan State bank, and H. E. the ma|er really seems to be very
Olsson, cashier, were clubbed into simple,! Professor Freeman said.
unconsciousness by three men who "Human life is precious, it is
locked two customers in a vault fraught with great hopes—often
and escaped with approximately only f t in dangerous times—it
$2500.
is capable of great virtues and
Olsson and Hollingsworth were very ejjrry flees, it is subject to
alone in the bank when two men great Offering and to ecstacy. The
appeared. They were beaten into good i c e of war literature, like
insensibility and left on the floor any aq| every other piece of good
while the robbers rifled the vault liters tie, shows us man alive. We
A third man was waiting in a green see h i| am£fecl him. If the artist
Hudson automobile outside. Two has atmoru idea about war and
customers entered and were prompt its dflierf let him not give us
ly locked in the vault. Hollings the ajgument but the material,
worth revived in time to take a shot the life, the vision out of which
at the speeding car, but he failed to
m4e IdoArgument."
score a hit. The robbers returned
^ ^ lo if the earliest war books
the fire, with better success, one c h a r a l ^ ^
professor Frecbullet bitting the assistant cashier man M good were Henri Barin the arm.
busse’l "Tider Fire" in 1916, and
Well known on the Montana Andr+ itzko s "Men in Battle"
campus, Hollingsworth was a mem in 10J7. Tj,e fjrBt jg “a pitiless
ber of the Montana glee club, man mirrojof war," he said. In Lfttzko
aged the Grizzly football team in we r rm n sln ess of warMnd
1926, and was a member of Delta palnnhkj iigiy Jgjjg why. "BuS the
Sigma Lambda fraternity.
fCombined on page two) i f
I? I B
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Professor Max Daehler, piano in
structor for the summer session
will give a piano recital in Main
hall auditorium this evening
8:30.
The program is as follows:
I
Ballad in A flat major ___ Chopin
Nocturne in F sharp major ..Chopin
Impromptu, Op. 29 _______Chopin
Waltz in E m inor..................Chopin
II
Romanes (arr. from Sonata in
B flat major) ....Schubert-Daehler
Caprice on Airs from "Alceste"
______ ______ Qluck-Saint Saens
Rhapsody in E flat major ..Brahms
III
Humoresque ---- ---...._Elias Blum
The L a r k ............Qlinka-Balakirew
Intermezzo in Octaves Leechetitzky
Ondlne ...»__ ___________ —Ravel
“Excellent Musician."
Mr. Daehler has gained an envi
able reputation as a performer and
teacher, both in this country and in
Europe. Rudolph Qanz, the re
nowned Swiss pianist, recognizes
Daehler as one of his best pupils
and says: “Mr. Daehler is an ex
cellent musician and a brilliant
artistic pianist. Not only is his
Beethoven playing remarkable and
illuminating, but his a rt includes,
the evolution of pianism from Bach
to debussy."
Mr. Daehler has taught at Grinneil college, Iowa, and Texas Worna college at Fort Work, Texas.
He is head of the piano department
at Coe college.
No admission will be charged at
this evening's recital. Students and
townspeople are invited.

Mixer Dance Will
Be Given Tomorrow
Night in Men's Gym
Bridge Tournaments
S tart
Tuesday in North Hall
Parlor.
A mixer dance will be held in
the men’s gymnasium tomorrow
night, starting at 9 o'clock, ac
cording to Miss Ann Reely, social
director of the summer session.
Each succeeding Friday informal
dances will be held in the parlor
of North hall, providing the dates
do not conflict with other activi
ties on the campus.
Beginning next Tuesday night
and continuing for every Tuesday
during the summer session there
will be a bridge tournament in
North hall parlor between 7 and
8 o'clock. Various prizes will be
offered at each tournament, and
there will be a final prize at the
end of the session. All students
and members of the faculty are in
vited, Miss Reely says.

Dietrich New Head
“U” Alumni Group
Maurice Dietrich of Billings has
been elected president of the Alumni
Association of the State University
for the coming year. Mr. Dietrich
is a graduate with the class of 1918.
Dietrich was given 104 votes and
his opponent, Guy Sheridan of the
class of 1902, 48.
Oakley Coffee, candidate for vicepresident, was given 105 votes and
his opponent, Ted Jacobs, 40,
Wallace Brennan, '25, was the
successful candidate for the threeyear delegate, receiving 79 votes
against 74 for his opponent, Mrs.
Fanny Hu the way Lucy. Gertrude
Clark, ’21, Carl Dragstedt, '23, and
Burtt Smith, ’27, were chosen oneyear delegates. Their opponents
were Merle Gallagher, '18, Mrs. Fay
Murray Gillie, '06, and Margaret
Sterling, *27.
A total of 157 votes was cast in
the election.
NOTICE.
It la announced by the registrar’s
office that students who attended
school during the spring quarter
will be able to receive their hand
books with grades attached late
next week.

Although actual registration in the summer session up to last
night only totaled 352, it is believed by administrative officials
of the University that the total for the summer session will come
within 20 or 30 of the aggregate for last year. Three days after
the session had started last year there was a total registration
of 423.

PROMINENT MEN
ON UNIVERSITY
TEACHING STAFF

Montana Campus Is Rich SUMMER SESSION
ARE
In History and Tradition DRAMATICS
ALREADY BEGUN
Only One Other University in the World)
Which Has a Mountain; Many Points of
Interest in Section Surrounding School.

Education Department Has
Majority of Visiting
Professors.

Visiting professors at the summer
session are to be found in a number
of the various departments of the
University and comprise a list of
St. John Ervine Play Planned lecturers of prominence in their re
For July 23 and 24.
spective lines of work.

Brown Dramatic Critic.
“Marry Mary Quite Contrary," a
John Mason Brown, visiting pro
four-act comedy by St. John ErTo the casual observer the Mon er around the steps of Main hall at
I vine, will be presented in the Little fessor in the English department, is
tana campus must appear beautiful, 7:80 on the Thursday before the
Theater, on the campus, Tuesday dramatic and associate editor of the
but to the students it must appear events to sing their college songs, and Wednesday, July 23 and 24, Theatre Arts Monthly. He is also
Ibrant with personality and inter- practice yells and hear addresses.
according to William Angus, direc staff lecturer at the Americal Lab
st. The "campus with a mountain But with the first stroke of eight
tor of dramatics. Tryouts for oratory theater in New York City.
on it" has become well-known In there la Instant silence until the
places in the cast were held In the Following his graduation from Har
liege circles. There is but one tower clock has finished striking. Little Theater last night but no vard in 1923, he came to the State
other university in the world which Afterwards the meeting breaks up.
choices have been definitely an University as head of the dramatics
Singing on the Steps was first nounced.
•an boast a mountain, the university
department of the summer schooL
it Lucerne in Switzerland. The originated by Robert Sibley in 1905,
Dramatics have always plsyed Mr. Brown has also spent a year in
nountain, a 520-acre one, was given an instructor in mechanical engi
a major part in the activities of Europe studying the European the
o the school by the Northern Pa- neering at that time who brought
the summer session at the Univer ater and is a well-known lecturer on
the idea with him from his own
iflc railroad.
sity and in selecting the Ervine Shakespeare.
Zigzagging up Sentinel to the site Alma Mater, California.
comedy, Augus is furthering the
E. M. Hopkins, another visiting
Custer's Last Stand."
of an old forestry lookout, a rise
high standard set by summer di professor in the English department,
if 2,000 feet above Missoula, is the
Of historic interest is the large
rectors In past years.
has
been connected with the English
rail constructed by students of the Custer painting which hangs inside
"Mary Mary Quite Contrary," is department of the University of
Montana forestry school In 1914. the entrance of Science hall. The
Kansas
for many years and has at
The trail starts at the north end of painting is considered the greatest an example of what can be done
tained prominence for his work in
Dornblaser field, tigs south, zags work of Edgar S. Parson, long rec with a very light plot. The play
the National Counsel of English
north, by the foot of the large Mon ognized as one of the best artists Is not only amusing but carries
Teachers.
tana “M”, zigs south again past an on western life. Long before he (he suspense throughout. It is del j
old prospect hole. Thus, back and started actual work on the scene, irate from the viewpoint of di
Daehler JReCurns.
forth, it finally leads to the old Paxsou spent his spare time In re rector and cast, requiring deft
In the school of music Max Daeh
lookout and affords an easy and search that his picturization of the handling, intelligent appreciation,
Custer battle might be correct in and a keen sense of effervescent ler is back again this summer. He
picturesque climb.
has acted as instructor in the Uni
minutest detail. The actual palnt- humor.
The Campus With a Mountain.
versity summer sessions since 1924.
At the foot of ML Sentinel, just I
(Continued on page three)
Professor Daehler is a graduate of
behind Main hall is Dornblaser field,
the Geneva conservatory of Switz
recobnized by coaches and critis as
erland and has been a pupil of Ru
having one of the fastest tracks in
dolph
Gantz and Bernhard Staventhe west. It is named after Paul PREXY WILL DO
hagen. He taught a t Grinnell col- j
Dornblaser, a graduate of Montana
lege
in
1917 and at the Texas Wom
who distinguished himself in foot
MAPPING WORK
en's college from 1918 to 1920. At
ball, endeared himself to campus
ent he is head of the piano de
NORTH OF HERE
tradition, and lost his life during
partment of Coe college.
the World war in 1918. In the early
Visiting professors in the depart
days “Montana field" occupied the Work on Flathead Will Be in
ment of education include 1. N.
space near the present tennis courts.
Little Known Part of
Madsen, Ira B. Fee, Payne Temple
And on "Montana field" the founda
Montana.
ton, and Miss Leora Hapner.
tion of the traditional victories of
the University over the ‘"Aggies"
Madsen From Idaho.
Cooperating with the Montana
was made a surety. At that time
bicycling was in vogue, so the next bureau of mines and geology, Presi
Professor Madsen, director of the
step was to construct a bicycle track dent C. II. Clapp expects to do map
lepartment of tests and measure
where many exciting races were ping work this summer on the South
ments at Idaho State Normal col
held. Football, together with other fork of the Flathead river, between
lege, graduated from Coe college in j
athletics, rapidly gained favor and Missoula and Glacier park. The
1911, received his M. A. degree from
It was soon necessary to have a section is a wild one and has been
the state University of Iowa in 1915
more adequate track. But it was little explored.
and his Ph. D. degree from the same
William Angus,
The nature of the work will be
not until 1020 that a bill for the
university in 1923. From 1916 to
present track was passed. As the geologic mapping and will be to
1918 he was head of the department
William
Angus,
under
whose
di
University was unable to finance check up on the "weak points" on
of education and psychology at Al
the project the alumni took it up the state map of the same kind, Dr. rection the production is to be bany college, in 1919 and 1920 he
and construction was started In Clapp said. Accompanying him will staged, came to the Montana cam was head of the department of edu
probably be Claude Langton, geolo pus in the fall of 1927, succeed cation and psychology at the Uni
1926.
gy student at the University. G. R. ing Carl Glick, under whose di versity of Omaha and in the sum
A Montana Tradition.
Of all the traditions of the great Megathlin, geology instructor at the rection the Little Theater was built. mer session of 1925 he acted as pro
The Montana Masquers, with An
er University, SOS is probably the University, also expects to make the
fessor of education at the University
most revered. Before games, track trip and he will study the structure gus as director, have had charge of Washington. Last summer he
meets, commencements, etc., there is of mountain ranges In that section. of the raajorjty of plays produced lectured In the education and psy
Dr. Clapp expects to start the on the campus since that time and chology department of the State
always an SOS. The students gath
work sometime in July and it will have bad -two successful seasons. University.
Ervine Successful
probably be finished by late in
Professor Madsen has just com
St. John Ervine, author of "Mary
August
Mary
Quite
Contrary" has written pleted a book on mental measure
A geologic exploration trip was
ments
for which Lewis Term an of
made Into the same country in 1925 a number of plays (hat have been
Melvin A. Brannon, Chancellor of by Dr. Clupp in company with Dr. signal successes on Broadway and Stanford university has written the
the Greater University of Montana, John Bradley, professor of geology in London and Paris. Among Ills introduction.
has been appointed to the Educa at the University, who is now doing better known plays are: "John FerMontana Men Here.
tional Advisory staff of the Narcotic research work in eastern United gerson," which the New York thea
Ira B. Fee, superintendent of
Research association.
States. At that time many valuable ter did in 1910 as their first tre
The organization is presenting a fossils were discovered.
mendous success; "Jane Clegg," schools in Missoula, received his
constructive program to unite the
"Mixed Marriage," "The Magnani B. A. degree from Cornell college
Pacific coast in a concerted move
mous Lover,1' "Anthony and Anna," in 1904 and his M. A. degree from
ment against the narcotic menace.
"The Ship," which was seen In the University of Nebraska in 1915.
R. L. HOUSMAN ARRIVES
Several publications have already
Missoula a year or so ago under He was superintendent of schools
IN LARAMIE, WYOMING the direction of the Moroni Olsen in Cheyenne, Wyo., from 1912 to
been sent out by the association,
covering the facts of the narcotic
players, and "The Lady of Bel 1918 and since then has been in
situation in the west.
Professor Robert L. Housman of mont," which is a sequel to Shake Missoula. Ho has been a special
The territory Includes California, the school of journalism and his speare's "Merchant of Venice.” He lecturer In education at the Uni
Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Washing family are traveling by automobile is recognized as one of the out versity summer session since 1919.
ton, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Mexico, to S t Louis, Mrs. Housman's home. standing writers of the frisli Re
Payne Templeton, principal of
and British Columbia.
A telegram received at "The Shack" naissance.
Kallspell high school, is a graduate
"Wings Over Europe," of which of the State University of Montana
Wednesday morning announces the
MISS CORBIN BACK
safe arival of the expedition at St. John Ervine is co-author is with the class of 1916. He attended
Miss Frances Corbin, professor Laramie, Wyo. A few days will be now running on Broadway and is the school of law at the Universty
of English, returned recently from spent there and then the journey considered one of the outstanding during 1917 and 1918. Mr. Temple
southern California to take up her will be resumed through Colorado successes of the current season.
ton was assistant principal of the
work during the summer session.
and Kansas.
high school at S t Regis, principal
(Continued on Pago Two)

Brannon on Staff of
Anti-Narcotic Group

There are a number of factors,
according to President Clapp, which
have kept the registration down so
far. One of these is that some
schools are not over. Another
eauce is the poor weather which
has prevailed in Montana and over
the northwest generally during the
past week. This has made road
conditions bad. Several requests
have been received to postpone reg
istration until next week because of
the poor roads.
Although only 352 persons have
finished registration, there are 437
who have begun and have not fin
ished. Going by the figures of
last year, about 30 who have be
gun will probably withdraw, so
that It is expected there will be
a total finished registration of
around 400 at the end of this week.
There are 85 people not yet com
pletely registered, where there
were only 43 last year a t this
time. Officials cannot account for
the delay in registration of many
people. Last year there were 466
who had begun registration, which
is 27 more than have begun regis
tration so far this year.
Because of the delay of many in
entering summer school, President
Clapp does not believe there will
be any final figures on the total
until late this week or early next
week.
Figures so far compiled show
the same ratio approximately be
tween new students and form^F"
students as there was last year.
In 1928 there were 168 new stu
dents and this year there were
141. Last year there were 255 for
mer students and so far there are
211.

ART EXHIBIT NOW
ON DISPLAY IN
UNIVERSITY HALL
Includes 200 Copies of W ork of
Many Famous European
Old Masters.
Two hundred copies of Seem&n
prints from masterpieces of Span
ish, French, German, Italian, Flem
ish, English, Russian and Amer
ican artists are on display in the
Art department in Main hall.
Among those represented in thjs
collection are Borticelli, Murillo,
Rubens, Becker, Hagen, Hammacher, Corot, Gainsborough, H&rpignes, a French artist who is noted
for his technique with trees, and
Granville Smith, an American ar
tist of note.
These prints, which were pur
chased during the spring quarter,
are owned by the Art department.
They have been chosen from the
standpoint of color and include
some figure arrangements and a
number of landscape arrangements.
All summer session students and
townspeople interested in art, are
invited to visit the Art depart
ment.
According to Prof. C. H. Reidell
the Art department has a larger
enrollment than In previous sum
mery.

of the high school at Shelby and
superintendent of schools at Big
Timber for three years. He has
been associated with the education
department of the University sum
mer sessions since 1925.
Miss Hapner is a graduate of the
State University and received her
M. A. degree from the University
in 1928. At present she is head of
the education department of the
Montana State college at Bozeman
being an associate professor. Dur
ing the year 1926 and 1927 she
was a member of the regular Uni
versity faculty, taking Professor
Frep^n Daughters’ place while ho
was at Columbia.
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‘MONTANA’
H ere Are the W ords for
The Song.

=
DEEP MEANINGS IN
LITERATURE OF WAR

Little Accepts Job
In Bell Laboratories

(Continued from page one)

WUl Do Research Work In Connec
tion With Telephone and Radio.

book is a strange witness of men’s
passion in 1914,” Mr Freeman
tecond class matter at Missoula, Montana, under the
Only Registered Students Will said.
At the first summer convocation,
act of Congress, March 3, 1879.
Professor Edward Little of the
Be Allowed to Use Pool.
“Another story quite like Latzwhich was finely attended, there
physics department has accepted a
SAM GILLULY ......
ko’s in terror but more artistic in
were not more than half a dozen position in the research depart m .it
who could sing “Montana.” Dean of the Bell Telephone laboratories,
Swimming is a ppoular spor its total conception, is Fritz von
..Associate Editor
Esther H a r t............
Deloss Smith declared he would try New York City, for the next year, among summer school women stu Unruh’s ‘Way of Sacrifice.’ This
..Associate Editor
Harold Joyce...........
it again next Tuesday. It’s a song
and will leave in July. Mr. Little dents, according to Miss Mary book is a nightmare of human ex
..Associate Editor
Douglas Hutchinson
that everybody should know and
is interested in theoretical physics. Laux who is in charge of Physical perience, highly expresslonistlc in
its literary method.
Douglass H. Thomas............................ ................Business Manager
The research work at the Bell Education for women.
“Of books like these three RoThe reason, she believes, is that
laboratries is connected primarily
with the telephone and radio but the women are interested in the main Rolland might have said
Montana.
research work is also done, accord credits more than in the fun and what he said of the narratives of
ing to Mr. Little, in connection with exercise. It is possible to make several minor French authors, ‘In
ELLO”—Don’t forget to say it when you meet
loud speakers, audiphones for deaf two full credits in the nine weeks the name of these young men and
their brothers who have been sac
people, transmission lines and an swimming course.
f"H a fellow student. In his convocation talk Tues
alysis of musical tones.
There were only two appliea rificed in all of the lands of the
day morning, President Clapp emphasized this
world in mutual slaughter, I throw
Mr. Little received his doctorate lions for a tennis class.
local campus custom as typical of the spirit of the Mon
these cries of pain in the faces of
degree from the University of Il
Majors in physical education will
tana campus, the spirit of fellowship which, more than
the sacrifices. May the blood
linois in 1920 and did his under study under Miss Laux, how tc
anything else, develops that feeling of comradeship which
sting
their faces'!”
graduate work at the University of correct muscular defects in chil
is the foundation of effective group association and mu
Turning to America the first
Washington. He taught at the dren, how to give* physical exams
tualal effort. The cheery good morning greeting con
Renton and Puyallup high schools and how to give physical training writer mentioned by Mr. Freeman
was John Dos Passos and his book
in Washington for two years, did in elementary schools.
tributes much toward the making of a happy day. If this
“Three Soldiers.”
research work at the United States
is your first contact with the Montana campus, develop
Eighty-one out of ninety-six stu
bureau
of
standards
at
Washington,
“Three Soldiers” is the story of
this habit. If you are an Old One, returned, stress the
dents for physical education un^ei
D. C., and taught at the University W. E. Schreiber are taking swim the ‘nightmare oppression of the
practice, that others may realize how much it means.
of
California
last
summer.
army,
the ruin by war of certain
DftLoss Smith, Dean of the School
ming. Only fifteen are registered
Mrs. Little will not leave Missoula for theory classes.
characters which might under nor
of Music.
until the end of August as she will
/ / x->jOMPETING interests” was another phase of the
mal conditions have proved decent
A week of warm weather, Mr.
be director of the Girl Reserves
and useful.'
i
summer quarter work which Dr. Clapp empha
Schreiber says, will bring an in
that everybody should sing. Clip
The next book was Thomas
sized. The summer schedule is so arranged that the words and surprise the dean summer camp.
crease of a third that number in
Boyd’s “Through the Wheat,” the
nobody need get into a rut; there is enough diversity to hen he calls for the song next
swimming registration.
story
of a man who does not
make possible a pleasant as well as a profitable season’s time; here they are :
Students not registered for swim
break down but the account Is
work. There are social diversions enough to prevent us mr chosen state, all hail to thee,
ming will not be allowed to use
equally candid.
Montana, my Montana;
the pool this summer, as during
from going stale; there are the Thursday-morning Eng
THE ENTRANCE TO FORESTRY BUILDING
hou hast thy portion with the free,
“After Boyd is E. E. Cummings,
the regular session. This factor
STUMBLING
lish* lectures in the Little Theater to afford intellectual
Montana, my Montana,
will also tend to Increase the reg the modernist painter and poet,”
By Dave E. Small}
entertainment; there are the unusual opportunities which rom shore to shore, from sea to
istration in swimming. Students Mr. Freeman continued. “ ‘The
Bar sc & Co., New York, $2.00
are furnished by the courses in independent work in most
CALENDAR.
not wishing to attend regularly Enormous Room,’ I think, is the
of the University’s departments; there are the gyms and , may thy name full honored be.
This book is a plea for the sci are registering as listeners instead most remarkable war book that
Calendar Note: Extra copies
Symbol
of
strength
and
loyalty,
entific treatment of the criminal of for credit and may use the America has produced. Cummings
of this calendar may be secured
the swimming pool; there are delightful trails leading
Montana, my Montana.
PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION.
was a young American, a Harvard
against society. “The criminal is plunge whenever there is a class.
each week a t the Registrar’s of
from the campus into the glorious mountains and the de
The Washington psychology de fice, or from Mass Reely a t Cor
indeed
nothing
more
than
a
sick
student,
who
went
into
ambulance
lightful valleys which surround it—trails which are an >d bless our state for what is done.
The reason for requiring swim
partment,
in
announcing
Its
new
work with the French. Quite un
man, suffering from a malignant
bin halL Events for the calendar
ming students to register is be
Montana, my Montana;
invitation for hikes and rambles; there is much upon the
mental growth which might be re
justly but not unhappily he was plan of discussion groups without should be reported to Miss Reely,
cause of .service given. The num
campus itself which will entertain and instruct if we learn id bless our people ev’ry one,
moved,” is the theory of Dr. Spur
confined to prison as a suspect the lecture system, has taken a pro social director for the summer
Montana, my Montana,
ber of instructors allowed is in
our way about.
‘The Enormous Room’ is the deten gressive step in educational method session.
find as the years shall go and come, geon.
proportion to the number of stuthat a few other, departments would
tion room.”
Friday, June 21.
Judge Hallis, a lawyer of the detns and the service rendered.
May freedom’s bright eternal sun
Summer School Mixer. Men’s
Cummings was “amused, excited do well to imitate to the extent that
HE motif of the summer session is Montana. Dr. ind'here full many a vict’ry won, old school believes in capital pun
their
appropriations
allow.
Gymnasium,
9 p. m. Open to all
ishment. Spurgeon answers him :
and moved by his existence and
Montana, my Montana.
Clapp’s convocation talk Tuesday morning was, of
Instruction in .an educational in students and members of the fac
“A man has killed a man! Let
he tells of the things he did and
itself, ample editorial comment upon the summer
saw and the personalities he found stitution seeks two goals—to give ulty.
hus ever through our valley wide, this man in turn be killed. Wash
work and the summer workers. The environment of the
Saturday, June 22.
with a poetic power and a rau the student an intimate knowledge
out the stain of his crime with
Montana, my Montana,
campus is an inspiration; its history and its scientific lie-echoing from each mountain side, his own blood! Meet brutality with
cous directness that are nothing of the subject under consideration
Summer Session hike over Mt.
and
to
stimulate
his
general
mental
brutality!
Let
the
state
murder
story are an incentive toward more intimate acquaintance
Sentinel and ride back from Patis Angeles, June 20.—Aubrey less than remarkable.”
Montuna, my Montana,
the murderer! Is this justice? Is Devine. All-American quarterback
tee canyon. Sign up before 4
A number of English war books activity.
with the state and all its unusual background. The week ly fame an ever swelling tide
end trips, some of them two days long, present the finest hich time's encroachment cannot this the hope to build its future in 1920. ’21 and tor the past four were also mentioned. “I find Too many professors flatter them p. m., Thursday, a t President’s
temples of enlightenment? Must years a member of the University three outstanking books of war selves by believing they can ascend office. Corbin hall boarders
hide,
opportunity for the development of this intimate acquaint Shall ever be our joy and pride,
we go on always stumbling, stumb of Southern California football prose,” Professor Freeman said. a rostrum, repeat with gestures, 40c; others, 75c. Party will
ance ; they are profitable and enjoyable. Under the lead
Montana, my Montana.
ling thru medieval darkness?”
coaching staff, has been offered the “C. E. Montague’s ‘Disenchant oral and physical, the points in the leave Main hall promptly at 8 :00
ership of Professor Severy, those who participate in
Spurgeon’s theory is that a kill-1 position of freshman football coach ment’ a semi-autobiographic essay- textbook in a more elucidative man a. m.
these jaunts will find the very finest sort of enjoyment
er can be cured by operation on there next fall, according to an an narrative, H. H. Mottram’s incom ner than the student would, other
Monday, June 24.
the brain to produce complete am nouncement just made by President parably fine novel, ‘The Spanish wise be able to interpret them.
and when the end of the quarter comes, they will find that Social Economist
Band cncert, University ovaL
R. B. von Klein Smid.
nesia,
if
the
patient
is
then
placed
7
:30-8:00
p. m.
Hours
are
wasted
in
banal
repe
Farm
Trilogy,’
and
Edmund
Blun
they have added invaluably to their store of knowledge—
Vacancy Announced
in an environment which is suit
Coincident with this announce- d e rs ‘Undertones of War.’ Only tition. There is no way of finding
Tuesday, June 25.
and it will be of a sort which will represent ideally the
able he can be made into a pro incut was the statement by Director a little less fine is Tomlinson’s on what points the students are
Convocation. Address by Miss
president’s “ competing interests.”
Position to Be Filled Through fitable member of society.
of Athletics Bill Hunter that Lloyd ‘Waiting for Daylight’ and the last weak; it is only a matter of profes Elizabeth Ireland, State Superin
Competitive Examination.
Dr. Spurgeon’s chance comes to Thomas and Charles Boren, three- several chapters in Siegfried Sas sional choice. From experience tendent of Public Instruction.
iHE KAIMIN extends greeting and welcome to the
prove his theory. Mitchell, a kill year varsity stars on Coach Howard soon’s ‘Memoirs of a Fox-Hunting The Daily believes that the average 11 a. m.
summer students and expresses the hope that the
student gets more from a quiz sec
Bridge party. North hall par
Announcement has been made of er, who has a brilliant mentality Jones’ squad, will be assistant Man.’
quarter will be a pleasant experience to each of an open competitive examination comes to Spurgeon for the opera freshman coaches.
“English war literature seems to tion in an elementary sociology, eco lor. 7 :00 to 8 :00 p. m.
nomics
or
philosophy
course
than
Thursday, June 27.
them.
tion.
Spurgeon
takes
the
chance,
Asignment of Devine to the Tro me all-of-a-piece—to have a dif
for the position of Junior Social
Lecture.
“B e n e t ’s John
Economist (Investigator of Juve operates and turns Mitchell out a babe coaching job to succeed Leo ferent quality . from the ‘strong from an hour’s lecture.
Instead of stimulating mental Brown’s Body,’ ” by Professor H.
nile Delinquency) in the Civil Ser perfect specimen of the brilliant Calland, who starts his duties at ness’ of American war literature—
The Kaimin
G.
Merriam,
chairman
of the De
the
University
of
Idaho
as
director
medical
student.
activity
and
alertness,
the
tendency
the ‘strongness’ of *The Enormous
vice department.
To keep the reader’s jaded in of athletics and head football coach Room,’ ‘Three Soldiers’ and ‘What of too many lectures Is to lull list partment of English, editor of
HE KAIMIN is integrally a part of summer school, The examination is to fill vacan terest agog there is a love story next fall, wras made by the Trojan Price Glory’—I do not regret that eners into a stupor. A discussion “The Frontier.”
cies in the Children’s Bureau, De
just as dramatics or any other extra-curricular ac partment of Labor, for duty in interwoven with the scientific plot. president upon the recommendation ‘strongness.’ I t is one more in group, where the course entails a
Last day to sign up at Presi
tivity is. It is for this reason that the editors will Washington, D. C., or in the fieid After many turns of circumstances of Coach Jones, Director Hunter dication that American literature text for study, is a far more logical dent’s office for Seeley lake trip.
and
the
faculty
athletic
committee
Friday, June 28.
method
of
attack.
It
isn’t
bard
to
j
is on its own mental legs—and
be glad to welcome any contributions of any kind from Competitors will be rated on prac Jane, Dr. Spurgeon’s daughter, is
Informal dancing party. North
students in attendance. It may be possible that soon there tical questions in problems of de persuaded to marry Mitchell, alias of which Prof. Hugh C. Willett is different from the nearly utter feed a person what he wants and
darkness of gloom of the Teutonic I asks for, but it Is a job to get him hall parlors. 9 :00-ll :00.
Dr. Julian Moore. True to fiction chairman.
linquency.
will be a column for discussion in The Kaimin.
to assimilate what is forced on him. Saturday and Sunday, June 29-30
she is a dutiful and loyal wife
Devine, one of the most colorful literature.”
Entrance salaries range from $2,A discussion brings out the both
Week-end trip to Seeley lake.
even tho she is “tortured by the players in football history when he
Professor Freeman found, one
For the benefit of those who do not know, The Kaimin 000 to $2,500 a year. The duties qualms of love” for a young law starred at Iowa under Jones, has major view in nearly all of the ersome points. When the daily ses
will be distributed at the following points during the sum are to assist in field studies re yer who cannot marry her until his been with the Southern California books, perhaps, as he expressed it, sion assumes the discussion form,
lating to the problems of juvenile
mer session; the student store, Main hall at the telephone delinquency, and the field work in father has seen fit to die. Jane coaching staff since ones came to shown by the view of the English ‘students are more likely to seek
booth, the library steps and at all residence halls. Help cludes interviews with parents, knows of Dr. Moore’s identity for S. C. as head coach in the fall of soldier—“The English soldier ap questions to raise. The co-operative
she aided her father in the opera 1925.
pears to have been lonelier in spirit method of conduct keeps a student
yourself:
children, officials of public and
tion. She lives in fear of the po
when in London and more antag more alert than in a lecture class,
private agencies, and analysis of
lice. For if they discover the
onistic to what was current than and the active participation in class
records of juvenile courts and
identity of Dr. Moore.
when guessing on his belly at night discussions tends to stimulate a
ANGUS STARTS WORK
child-caring agencies and institu
general mental activity, ■
For the most part the story is
ON ERVINE COMEDY behind the German wire whether
tions.
The discussion plan had made a
he would get what was meant for
a very poorly written novel of the
For present vacancies the Depart picaresque type. The theory of Dr.
him. He had a better understand good record in other schools where
(Continued from page one)
“ Nebraska students on the whole are very provincial and ment of Labor wishes men.
it
has been instituted, and students
ing of Fritz than his own folk.
Spurgeon’s is the only unique
hard to get acquainted with,” according to Tadao Nishikawa,
Full information may be ob
That fact is clear In Blunden, Sas hope that the innovation will fol
Prominent Directors Here
a Japanese-Hawaiian who will be graduated this year from the tained from the United States Civil thing about the book, the rest js
low
in other departments.—Wash
soon and Montague.”
University. But Mr. Nishikawa added, “ Once the barrier is Service Commission at Washing twaddle. And like all scientific
Among those who have had
“The most fundamental thing of ington Daily.
broken down the students make very dear and sincere friends.” ton, D. C., or the secretary of the theories of fiction—the doctor dies charge of dramatics on the cam
all in these books,” he stated,
Mr. Nishikawa was very outspoken in his praise of the univer Civil Service Board of Examiners before the experiment is completed. pus during summer session a re :
STUDENT MARRIAGE.
sity faculty. “ The instructors have treated me royally,” he at the post office or customshouse So the world will never know just Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Browne, “that comes to us subtly but clear “The anti-marriage edict; of Wash
ly, and which means everything,
how
far
this
may
have
benefited
so
declared. “ I have experienced no racial discrimination from in any city.
John Mason Brown, who is on the is 'the wonder and awe of the sac ington and Lee universities, has
ciety had the worthy doctor lived
any of them. Some of my friends them are astoundingly ignorant.”
Applications must be on file with to guide his patient away from campus this session; Esther Baste, rificed who did not know why this aroused opposition from unique as
in other schools tell me that stu lie then humorously related how
a graduate of Boston university,
well as expected sources. Facultv
dents of other races are discrimin one student asked him if a pine the Civil Service Commission not the wiles of the reporter Giles, a who wrote the first book on pa had come to them’.”
SENIOR BENCH
Professor Freeman conluded his members at other colleges, and mar
sleuth hound for scandal who fi
ated against.”
apple grew on the top of a tree'like later than July 23.
geantry in the United States; lecture by reading war poetry of ried students have advanced argu
nally
undoes
all
that
the
worthy
Ten years ago Mr. Nishikawa a eocoauut or under the ground like
Hortense Moore, a student under Sigfried Sassoon and Wilfred ments in defense of marriage for to be to give a person a broad gen
doctor and his faithfuly daughter
EXAM NEUROSIS.”
could not speak a word of English. a peanut
eral education, to teach each stu
Baker at Yale; Eugene Finch, Jr., Owen.
undergraduates.
Jean have given years of their
He attended a primary school with
Was Lonely Here.
Alexander Dean, whose works on
“Faculty authorities Insist that dent something of the way in which
little children when he was nearly
Philadelphia, Pa.—-The students lives to prove.
“When I first came here I was
the stage and on the Little Thea
matrimony keeps students out of life flowed, to help him learn those
grown in order to learu the* English very lonely. I longed for the trop of the University of Pennsylvania
ter movement are well known; and
mischief and raises their scholastic
laws on which life is based. To this
language. He made rapid progress ical, mellow, romantic moon of Ha staged a semi-annual riot, which is SOUTH DAKOTA “ABER DAY”. Aleyn Burtis, director, artist and
standings. In support of this con
in completing his preparation for waii and the salt breezes of the sea,” explained by one of the veteran
Vermillion, S. D.—Beautification educator who has been associated
tention come statements from two end college was successful, it gave
college in five years. He now speaks but after a second thought he added, policemen as “examination period of the campus at the University of with the Chicago Theater Arts
Clad in the dress of a school University of Washington under him a theory of life, but like most
English fluently, although he had ‘‘but now that I'm about to leave, neurosis.” The annual May day South Dakota, long one of the fond Guild . and has connections with
theories, little practice.
girl of the better type, she walked graduate benedicts.
a very poor use of the language I have conflicting emotions, glad in riot took place last Tuesday, during est dreams of faculty, students, and leading theater magazines.
“ ‘Since I ’ve been married my
Knowledge for knowledge’s sake
slowly
across the stage. A pause
wtM-u he entered the university.
a way that I am going back to the which 500 students confused traffic townspeople, now shows promise of
grades
have
jumped
100
per
cent
»
Mr. Angus has had extensive
seemed to be the plan. No effort
Notwithstanding this handicap his things I have longed for, but sorry by operating a traffic light at a becoming a reality through the ef work not only in the production while she examined imaginary said one husband. Two and a half
was
made to try to teach the neo
scholarship has been high. He was to leave the fragrant lilacs and the triple intersection at split second forts of a small group of local men of plays but in the interpretation goods on an imaginary display hours a day for more studying & the
phyte to APPLY this yearning, it
connter.
awarded the Gold scholarship key colorful tulips, and the new friends intervals, jerked trolley poles, and and women who have donated mon of some difficult roles.
gain another one claims as the re was just an attempt to fill him fall
“Is this real silk?” she asked sult of taking an extra member into
in his freshman year. Mr. Nishi I have made at Nebraska, whom I placed torpedoes on the tracks. The ey to plant a corner grouping of
of theory. Now the pendulum of
of the clerk. “How can it be?
kawa financed the greater part of I ha learned to understand and who noise reached such a pitch that the flowering shrubs near the west end
the family.”—Daily California® ^ ednc&tion has swung the other way,
W. S. C. GRADUATE SCHOOL.
And a t that price. Heavens!”
police were forced to quell the of the campus.
his education by working after have learned to understand me.”
the
cry is to give him all practice
Pullman, Wash.—Increased inter
“Let me see that bolt of figured
Mr. Nishikawa is planning to trouble, after a great deal of diffi
school hours. He Is enrolled in the
USE KNOWLEDGE.
and specialization.
est is being shown in graduate study muslin on the third shelf.”
College of Business Administration. organize a Nebraska alumni club in culty.
College
is
where
we
go
to
iearn
LAFAYETTE
“IDEAL”
PRIZE.
One of these extremes, too much
at the Washington State college,
While the back of the clerk was
Ho will return to his home in Honolulu, when he returns. “There
Last year the riot was slightly
of the theories by which the world theory, is probably as bad as the
Easton, Ja.—The senior a t La- says Dr. F. L. Pickett, head of the
turned, she shyly slipped the cut
Honolulu, Hawaii, in about two are several physicians and dentists more enthusiastic. At that time
is run and, if possible, something other, no theory and too much prac
Fayette college who most nearly graduate school, who reports that
section of silk into a cleverly con
weeks. There he will assume the in Honolulu now, who are Nebraska students cut the tires off the patrol
of the practical working 0f human tice. It is the duty of college to
represents the Lafayette Ideal is 170 students from practically every cealed pocket in her dress.
management of his father's whole graduates and several students from wagon before they were finally beat
ity.
i
annually awarded a prize of $100. state in the Union and from Can
provide the theory and after-life to
“W hat! Me?”
sale dry goods store. His father Hawaii are attending the university en back by officers using riot sticks.
The
recipient
of
the
award
is
chosen
A coifatant cry is set up that the
ada, Great Britain, China and the
will return to Japan to visit his at present
“Wait a minute. Wait a min collegian comes into the world of give the practice. College is the
on the basis of scholarship, leader Philippines are studying for ad
training ground where we come to
aged parents.
ute. Whatdaya think your doin’?”
“If any Cornhuskers should ever Hawaiian word meaning “greet ship, and personality by the com
business-without the ability to do as know the theories of life.
vanced degrees.
“I was very much surprised,” Mr. happen to come to Hawaii,” Mr. ing” ) is something more than a
“How do you expect ns to imag
bined vote of the student body and
“rach ate his less educated brother
Graduate work has been offered ine the lines of the clerk?”
Nishikawa stated, “that although Nishikawa stated, “I want them to pleasant musical sound and we will
Let us remember in college and
faculty. The winner this year is an at the State college since 1896. The
and frojm this it is a short call to
university students have complete be sure to come and see me. I will give them a genuine Hamaiian wel
afterwards, that it is not HOW
“Try it again. Now start—You
outstanding debater, but not an ath first master’s degree was conferred
agitatfojn in favor of more practical MUOH we know but how we USD
their elementary education, some of 1try and show them that ‘aloha' (the come.”—Dally Nebraskan.
are
entering
the
shop.
There
is
a
letic star.
college]- courses.
in 1902.
rush----what we know that counts.—Daily
T h j| prime purpose (ft college used Bruin.
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MONTANA SUMMER SCHOOL
H AS INTERESTING HISTORY
First Session on Flathead Laljb and Only
Eight Were Enrolled
With the opening of the “Sum
mer School of Science” at the
Flathead Lake Biological station
in 1889 ,the University of Montana
summer school came into exist
ence.
Professor Morton J. Elrod was
in charge of that first Montana
summer school, and eight people
registered for the course. In 1890
there were 17 enrolled, and 27 in
1901.
In 1902 summer school was held
at the University as well as at the
Biological station and more than
65 people registered the first year.
In 1906, 49 students were en
rolled, and for the next five years
there was no summer instruction
except at Flahead Lake.
President Clyde Duniway, in the
first report to the State Board of
Education in 1908, urged the es
tablishment of a summer school
in Montana, and asked that three
or four distinguished educators
from outside the state be employed
as well as members of the regu
lar teaching staff so that an at
tractive system of courses could be
offered.
In 1911 the state legislature pro
vided $5000 for a summer session
but the State Board of Examiners
did not approve of the appropria
tion because of lack of funds. In
1912, $5,000 was available and 65
courses were given during that
summer by 15 instructors of the
regular faculty and seven instruc
tors from other institutions.
Attendance has steadily in
creased since 1912. In 1924 the
present system of summer school
development was begun. In order
to increase the attendance students
from outside the state were at
tracted in various ways.
In 1925 the Missoula chamber
of commerce co-operated with the
University and made it financially
possible to distribute printed mat
ter throughout the northwest and
middle west
The railroads gave their support
by distributing information about
the session, and since 1926 an ex
tensive advertising campaign has
been carried on.
The added number of graduate
and baccalaureate students made
it necessary for more instructors
to be added to the regular staff,
for specialization in the work of
fered in graduate study.

GREAT FALLS
Scores in Stagg T rack
M eet.
Great Falls track team, 1929 Mon
tana Interscholastic champions,
scored 12 points in the National in
terscholastic meet a t Chicago re
cently. Entered for the first time
in the history of the meet, the Blue
Bisons made an enviable record and
would probably have placed in the
880-yard relay but for an injury to
Good, start sprinter.
Coach Carr's men gained their
points when Elton Good, state 440yard record holder, placed second
in the third section of the quarter
mile, and Harold Moe threw the
javelin 164 feet 7 inches to take
fourth place in that event.
Good injured.
Good injured his ankle when he
attempted to overtake the leader at
the finish and crashed into a con
crete wall near the line. His last
effort carried him within three
inches of the winner.
In addition to Good and Moe,
Carr took Jack Bainton and Herbert
Armstrong. Bainton failed to ap
proach the mark he set here of 21
feet 6 inches in the broad jump and
was eliminated in the preliminaries
of this event as well as in the high
jump which required 5 feet 9 inches
as a qualifying height. Armstrong
was eliminated in a field of unus
ually strong 220-yard men.
Century Mark Equalled.
Balph Metcalfe, Tilden high
school, Chicago, and J. Keller, East
high school, Columbus, turned in
the feature performances of the
m eet Metcalfe, a rangy negro boy,
equaled the world's interscholastic
record for the 100-yard dash in 9.8
seconds and tied the 220-yard record
in 2L4 seconds. Keller broke the
220-yard low hurdles mark in 24
seconds flat and equaled the 120yard high hurdle mark in 15.2 sec
onds,
Froebel high school of Gary, Ind.,
entered 20 men in the meet and
scored 42% points to carry off the
team honors while Arsenal high of
Indianapolis was second, and Fort
Collins, Colo., third. -Fort Collins
won the 1928 meet.
WOMEN BEST SCHOLARS
At the University of Wisconsin,
undergraduate wmen lead men in
scholastic attainments in 11 out of

Alum ii Wed
AtD.Q.House
A nderson-liaddock N up
tials H ell Last Night.
Margaret Rift Maddock, eldest
daughter of rjofereor W. E. Maddock of the gate University, be
came the brldeOf Homer B. Ander
son of Lead. 1 D., at a .ceremony
performed InJ the Delta Gamma
house on Unvsrslty avenue at S
o’clock last tfsnlng.
The bride fis attended by her
sister, Helen,J Who was maid of
honor, and tip bridesmaids, Mar
ian Hall and jHldegarde "Weisberg.
Lester Grahaaof Columbus, Mont.,
was groomsnin ProfeAer Maddock gave h i daughter In mar
riage. Rev. Jhn R. Hahn of the
University cigregational church,
read the ceremmy, which was said
In front of i flbwegladon fire
place.
of faculty people,
A large cr
of the bride and
sorority sist
lers of the groom,
fraternity
___|
and ____
otherids attended Re
freshments wte served during the
reception wbih followed.
Mr. and Mil Anderson left soon
after the widlng, but i kept the
destination | their honeymoon
trip a secret.!
Mrs. Andean) is a graduate of
the MiBsoulapIgh school and of
the State lltverslty, where she
completed heieourse In 1927. She
has been seslng as assistant di
rector of Souh hall, men's dormi
tory at the adversity.
Mr. AnderM graduated from the
University italune, 1928, and dur
ing the past fear has been teach
ing in the him school at Alberton.
He is a memljr of Sigma Phi Ep
silon. This 111 he will assume
his new duties as principal of the
S t Ignatius lih school. Mr. and
Mrs. Andersol will make their
home In the ipervation town.
STANFORD INSIDERS
RENfWAL OF ROWING
Palo Alto, l l . —The question of
renewing thAport of rowing at
Stanford uniirsity is being con
sidered by tS athletic department
of the univAty. Questionnaires
were sent tdpine colleges in the
Unitd States iic h have crews from
which it w f learned that these
schools are a highly in favor of
the sport. lmy of these colleges
are forded tjnse busses to get to
their courses and the courses are
in no case gated so th at admis
sion can be barged. The Univer
sity of Wiimson was the only
school repoaig that its students
did not supart the crews.

OLD AND NEW
M innesota C ontributes
M any Faces.
There are many new faces in
Main hall, and old ones, too. We
soon recognize them. The new
ones go from room to room inquir
ing and seeking classes, while the
old ones saunter about with an air
of ease.
It seems that Minnesota is re
sponsible for almost all the new
ones. We are glad that Minnesota
has enough confidence in us Mon
tanans that she sends her sons
and daughters to our summer
school to play and study with us.
Of course, California, Nevada, Ida
ho, Utah, Wyoming, Texas, Ari
zona, Wisconsin, Oregon and other
neighboring states have dealt with
with us kindly, too. We are glad
to welcome them all to our cam
pus, our town and our great out-ofdoors.
The old faces are doubly wel
come, too, for this would not be
a summer session of the Univer
sity if we did not see Dr. Clapp,
Dean Stone, Mr. Ames, Mr. Reidell,
Mr. Maddock and a score of other
familiar faces on the campus.
Another face beams eternally be
fore us. We look up to It as it
chimes out the hour. We could
not have a summer session without
this face to order our goings and
comings.

MONTANA

Classical Program
Given Tuesday Night
By String Q uartet
Weisberg, Bloom, Gwinn, and
Merriam Contribute
Talent.
The University string quartet entort a incmI summer school students,
faculty and townspeople with a
program of classical music Tues
day evening.
The members of the quartet are
Professor H. H. Weisberg first vio
lin ; Alton Bloom, second violin;
Grace Gwinn, viola, and Doris
Foote Merriam, cello.
The program consisted of a quar
tet in B-flat Major, Op. 18, No.
6 Beethoven, Allegro,,con brio, Ad
agio ma non troppo, Scherzo, Alle
gro, La Malinconia, adagio-allegret
to; Adeste Fidelia, hymn time, ar
ranged by Algred Ponchon; The
Bonnie Banks o’Loch Lomond, ar
ranged by Alfred Poncho; Scot
tish dances arranged by Alfred
Ponchon; Novellettees, Op. 15 Glazennow, Interludium in modo antice, Valse and Alla Ungherese.
The string quartet was organ
ized about two years ago by Pro
fessor Weisberg. Throughout the
year it has given musical pro
grams. Professor Weisberg is a
member of the faculty of the
School of Music; Alton Bloom is
a regular University student; Grace
Gwinn is a resident of Missoula,
and Doris Foote Merriam is the
wife of Prof. H. G. Merriam, head
of the English department.
MISS MIRRIELEES TO
TEACH IN VERMONT
Lucia B. Mirrielees, associate pro
fessor of English, left yesterday aft
ernoon for the Bread Loaf School
of English in Vermont, where she
will teach during the six weeks sum
mer session. Miss Mirrielees has
taught there for the past three sum
mers.

A MAP OF THE UNIVERSITY, SHOWING THE TRAIL UP MOUNT SENTINEL WHICH HIKERS WILL TAKE SATURDAY.

OHIO H0USE8 EXCLUDE BARBS
Columbus, Ohio.—Sorority houses
a t Ohio State will not open their
doors to non-sorority women this
summer. At the last summer ses
sion, the sororities, unable to fill up
their houses with sorority members,
permitted non-sorority members to
live in the houses.
Abuse of privileges by the inde
pendents led to the action taken at
a meeting of representatives of Ohio
sororities.

BARBS RECOGNIZED
Lincoln, Neb.—Varsity parties,
social events in which the entire
school was expected to take part
were discontinued at the University
of Nebraska at the first meeting of
the newly elected student council.
The council recognized the pres
ence of a barb council, also giving
permission for the arrangement of
barb parties next year.

we are showing some
new arrivals
in summer shirts

MAIN HALL TOWER
“GREEN”
Eugene, Ore.—In order to have a
suitable theme song for “Green”
the campns movie now being filmed
at the University of Oregon, a con
test will be conducted to secure
prospective songs that will benefit
the university film, it was an-1
nounced recently.

T R Y US IF YOU CARE
FOR T H E BEST
RESULTS.

Leading Shoe Shop
514 S. Higgins

Summer School cooking can be
made easier by buying an electric
plate at

neckwear
golf and sport apparel
hiking outfits
riding breeches and
riding boots
drop in any time
and exchange gossip

the sport shop
down by the wilma
w ith dashery that's different

Let Us Recondition Your Hat for
Summer Wear

Stanley Dohrman, '26, who has
been taking dentistry work at Mar
quette university, Wllwaukee, Wis.,
is in Missoula for the summer. He
is working In a downtown store.
ANDERSON

LEADS

Expert Hat Cleaning and Blocking Service

HUSKIES i

Seattle, Wash.—Steve Anderson, 1
University of Washington's great |
high hurdler, was chose captain of
the 1930 track team at the recent- j
ly held annual track banquet Anderson will succeed Bill Shelley.

f

Send Your Clothes
to
MASTER
CLEANER AND
LAUNDRY

THE MISSOULA H A T CLEANERS
Near the Wilma

Shoe Shining Parlors in Connection
for Men and Women

There Are Three Terms
in the

Summer Quarter, 1929
State Univetsity of Montana

June 17-July 8; July 8-July 29;
July 29-August 16

Phone 2186

TH E

R. DAILYCO.
Phones 2181-2182
115-119 West Front Street

Wholesale and Retail Dealers
in

Fresh and Salt Meats
Packers of

DA CO
Hams, Bacon & Lard
BRANCH
M ODEL M ARK ET
309 N. Higgins Phone 2835

Courses are offered in the College of Arts and
Sciences and in the Schools of Business Administra
tion, Journalism. Music and Pharmacy.
Registration may be for one. tw o or three terms
in most of these subjects. Particulars may be found
in the Summer Quarter Bulletin.
Week-end excursion each Saturday into the beau
tiful and interesting region about the University
campus. These excursions are under the direction
of Professor J. W . Severy and afford opportunity
for acquaintance w ith the science, history and beauty
of this Rocky Mountain country.
A program of special lectures will bring to the
University speakers prominent in education, science
and sociology.
Every effort will be put forth to make the session
helpful and enjoyable.
J. B. SPEER.
CHARLES H. CLAPP,
Registrar.
President.

MOSBY’S
132 N. Higgins

TYPEWRITERS
•«
$1.65 to $8.50

REN T YOUR FAVORITE
MACHINE FROM

Trad) in your old
Watetjian Fountain
Pen

Teachers and
Students

Frank G. Swanberg

Half Cost Allowed

A Welcome Always
Awaits Yon

PHONE 4492

THE
OFFICE SUPPLY
i CO.

The Art 8 Gift Shop

Florace Hotel Block

Near the Wilma Theatre

THE NEW EST IN T O IL E T
PREPARATIONS
and Novelties

Kodaks and Film Finishing
j FREE DEVELOPING
W IT H 8-HOUR SERVICE

118 E. Broadway

— Agents for —

Remington and Corona Portable

T o Summer School Students
A MOST HEARTY WELCOME
We hope to become personally acquainted
with each one of you before the summer is
over. You will find here, not only a
hearty welcome but a desire to please, a
stock from which to choose and prices so
reasonable that buying becomes a pleasure.

artha Washington Candies
at the

y IcK h

GRADUATE HERE.

FOR SERVICE

LANTERN 1TE AT MICHIGAN.
Ann ArbooMich.—Lantern night,
an annual tidition on the campus
of the Unlv&ty of Michigan, is to
be celebratelagain this year. All
co-eds of tH school take part in
the cerem on which are featured
by the lanjna procession and a
pageant byfteshman women. The
program Isippected to attract a
large audieBfe, including represent
atives fromjjk) high schools.

* KJ^BLIC
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KAIMIN

d ru g store
Florence Hotel Bnilding

MISSOULA DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store
Exclusive Agents for Elizabeth Arden

WELCOME
To the Women Students of the
Summer School Term
We solicit your patronage for
your apparel needs on
the basis of

“Quality” Merchandise
together with the largest
stocks and assortments,
coupled with 100%
courteous service
and lowest
prices.

H

FIRST EXCURSION TRIP
TO BE OVER MT.
Hikers to Leave Main
Hall at 8 O’clock
Saturday.

FIRST SUMMER SESSION
CONVOCATIONS H E L D

jMountain Territory to Be Visited
S
E
N
T
ILIDuring the Summer School Session

(Continued from page one)

MOUNT SENTINEL
The first excursion
scheduled will be a
hike Saturday from the
(Continued from page one)
University hall, over
s done over a period of twelve Mount Sentinel, and
Sommer week-end excursions will
begin Saturday with a hike over years, and is praised by many as a down into Pattee can
yon. Lunch will be
Ml;. Sentinel and down into Pat- faithful reproduction.
tee canyon. The party is to as
As we leave Science ball and served at noon around
semble in front of Main hall Sat walk toward the Missoula river, we a big campfire.
SEELEY LAKE
urday morning at eight o'clock. A must pass along Memorial Row.
This lake will be the
charge of forty cents will be asked With the entrance of the United
many of objective of the second
from Corbin hall borders; others States in the World
will pay seventy-five cents. Stu Montana’s students were enlisted. week-end jaunt; the
dents are urged to sign in the A camp was organized on the camp trip will begin June 21
President’s office before 4 o’clock us and intensive training begun. and will take two days
Thursday. Dean Stone, who
For the first few months there were and a night.
BITTER ROOT
talk of historical happenings and no housing facilities and until the
On this trip, July 6,
early development of this region barracks could be erected, the men
excursionists
will have
and President Clapp, who will tell lived in tents. The old barracks
of the geological formations, will have now become part of the Uni an opportunity to visit
the
old
mission
church
versity. Sampkins hall, Marcus
accompany the hikers.
Cook hall, and the present R. O. T. built by Father Ravalli.
Excursion Each Week
THE BLACKFOOT
These trips, one of which is C. building were all war barracks.
The sawmill plant of
The Honor Roll
scheduled for each week-end of
The University’s World war hon at Bonner will be inthe summer session, provide an
excellent opportunity for enjoying or roll holds thirty-five men and the Anaconda company
the picturesque scenery, under women who died in camps, overseas, spected July. 13.
THE NATIONAL
standing geological formation and or from wounds after demobiliza
BISON RANGE
important landmarks of western tion. Among those who gave their
More game can be
Montana. The group spirit and lives overseas was Roy S. Butzerin
friendship which develops on these who took part in the three Marne seen at one time on
outings is an important factor each encounters. In the third encounter this reserve than in
any other place on the
he was reported a casual and
summer.
Seeley Lake, where the next buried in Belleau Wood, ,after the continent.
MOUNT STUART
week-end sojourn will be taken, is battle of the Argonne. He had been
This peak is the high
a mountain lake 60 miles from the recommended for the Distinguished
est
point in the north
Service
Cross
to
rbravery
in
action,
campus. There will be swimming
boating and forestry operations to James Claude Simpkins was the ern skyline from the
University.
first
graduate
killed.
He
lost
his
occupy the two days. One of the
greatest attractions will be a visit life at Mervillars in September, LOLO HOT SPRINGS
Lewis and Clark jour
to a modern logging camp. Dean 1918. Among Montana’s gridiron
Spaulding of the School of For men to tackle the defenders of neyed over the Lolo
estry will be a speaker on this Hindenburgh’s line were Paul Dorn Pass in 1805.
blaser and Ward Woodward, who MISSION CANYON
trip.
both lost their lives in active servTwo days and a night
Bitter Root Third Week
in France. Behind each monu in tlie heart of the Mis
The third trip will be up the Bit
ment
there
is
a
yellow
pine.
sion
range will con
ter Root Valley, where the first
mission church, established by Fa It was largely through the efforts clude the summer ses
sion.
ther DeSmet, was erected. At of Dr. M. J. Elrod, who is head of
Sleeping Child Hot Springs, Pres the Department of Biology, and
ident Clapp will tell a very fas Dean A. L. Stone, of the Journalism ably stands as the most cherished of Dr. M. J. Elrod. Boy Scouts
cinating story of how the springs school, that Memorial Row was symbol of fellowship, helpfulness, donated bird houses, and now June
established. It is told that years and unselfishness. "Daddy” Aber finds many birds eagerly looking
were named.
An excursion which is somewhat ago Dr. Elrod gave a series of lec spent his every spare moment in over "apartments”. The sanctuary
similar to the Seeley Lake trip is tures, for which the entire net profit beautifying the campus. He brought is located around Craig hall and
one up the Blackfoot canyon on was $125. With this money he a great many of the trees, on the the colorful plumage of the birds at
July 13. It will include an in started a fund for the row.
campus from surrounding hills and this season adds a great deal to the
Across the walk from Memorial personally tended them. The ap
spection of the sawmill at Bonner
campus.
in which every step in the process Row, near the heating plant one pearance of the campus and its
While we are making a tour of
of large-scale milling operations may find the Bitter Root, Montana’s buildings were his greatest pride. the campus it would be well to take
flo.wer. These plants are also found In his honor there is one day each
will be observed.
a side glance at the tennis courts,
on the flat leading to Fort Missoula, spring dedicated to Professor Aber,
Buffalo Herds
and the swimming pool located in
Those who are interested in and each spring Indians come here when all students turn out for a the men’s gymnasium. During the
to
gather
their
roots
for
medicine.
game and mountain vegetation will
general cleaning up of the campus. summer quarter at the University,
Forest Nursery Largest.
enjoy the trip to the National Bi
Among the lesser traditions, but many find these attractive for ben
In the large tract of land between ivertheless, strictly observed, is eficial recreation.
son Reserve, July 20. Here one
can see the remaining herds of the heating plant and the Missoula that of the Senior bench. The bench
buffalo, that are so rapidly dis river is located the School of For is at the gate of the main entrance
Research.
appearing; elk, antelope and deer. estry nursery. This is the largest to the campus. And woe be to any
Montana State college scientists
Mount Stuart will be the sixth forest school nursery in the United but seniors who dare to sit there. are working on investigations start
week-end excursion. This is a States and will probably become the | It means all sorts of misery.
ed last year in an effort to gain in
real hike. Two nights and a day largest in the world. The nursery
Bird Sanctuary Created.
formation which will help farmers
was created in 1925 by the Clarkewill be taken for this trip.
Early this spring a bird sanctuary to avoid serious losses in wheat
McNary act and is cooperative, one- was created on the campus in honor
Lolo Springs
through root rust. This disease has
Lolo Hot Springs and the Mis half of the maintenance being paid
sion Mountains conclude the last by the federal government, the other
two excursions. Frank Linderman half by the State University. The
has consented to take the trip to purpose of the nursery is to produce
the Mission Mountains and will trees which will grow under dry
talk on Indians and Indian lore, and unfavorable conditions. Many
125-127 Higgins
a subject which Mr. Linderman of the three species recommended
lmows perhaps better than any one for dry land planting and experi
mented
with
at
this
nursery
are
im
man.
M en’s Two-Piece
Eight trips will be taken, the portations from China, Manchuria,
cost of each excursion varying Russia, Siberia, and other regions
of
rigorous
climate.
from fifteen cents to six or seven
At the north gate of the campus
dollars. Residents of the halls
can take all excursions for $25, stands a pine grove, known as Aber
the cost to those not living in the grove. These trees were planted by
Daddy” Aber, the figure who in all
halls will be $33.
This smart two-piece “Speed”
the history of the University probTrips At Cost

UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
RICH IN TRADITION

J .C P E N N E Y C ®

Into three distinct regions: the
eastern part characterised by prairie
land, the central haring prairie land
also but Isolated groups of moun
tains as well, and the western por
tion, In which the University is
located, which is characterized by
a mountainous landscape with fair
sized valleys. President Clapp ex
plained further that Montana, dur
ing prehistoric times, was beneath
the surface of a sea which accounts
for the Isolated mountain groups of
the central division. The region
hereabouts, from the geological evi
dence obtained from the rocks, is
the oldest part of the state. This
region is declared to be an' old lake
bottom.
During the convocation program
songs were sung by the assembly
under the leadership of DeLoss
Smit.h, dean of the school of music.

ner from the first event when Both
ert and Krenz scored one-two. Tin
Cardinals placed men in nine events,
scoring 10 points in one event and
ranging down to 3-8 of a point,
Cardinals, t . S. C. Pennsylvania gained in an eight-way tie for fourth
«U» Make H#h Score*.
and fifth In the high jump. The
victory marked the eighth time in
Coadh Dink Tempbton's Stanford nine years that West coast teams
track squad upheld the honors of have won the meet
the “Far West," rechtly, by scor
ing lts^third straight triumph in the TOO MUCH PROFESSIONALISM
ICAAAA field and tack champion Ann Arbor, Mich.—According to
ships, held at Philtdelphia. The Clarence Cook Little, former presi
Cardinal athletes Bored 45 8-8 dent of the University of Michigan,
points -while U. S. C. was second there is too much professionalism in
with 21. Pennsylvanan, the highest university instruction. The ordi
eastern team, ranktd third with nary professor prefers to teach
18 3-8 points.
graduate students whom they know
Harlow Bothert ol Stanford and to be prospective professors.
Jesse Hill of U. S. (• were among
the athletes who brole records dur BUILT ON CHAMPIONSHIPS.
ing the meet Bothert put the shot
When the gymnasium of the Uni
50 feet 8 inches to edipse the mark versity of Colorado was built, the
formerly held by hrenz, a team system of recording on the walls
mate, and Hill Jumpd 25 reet 7-8 the championships of the university
inches for a record in the broad was inaugurated. For each cham
jump.
pionship, a brick marked with the
Stanford was the ipparent win year and the sport is set in the wall.

Stanford Upholds
Honor “fo r West”

Foresters to Tend
Kirkwood Memorial
Will Install Rustic Benches When
Grove Develops.
Kirkwood Memorial grove will be
tended and developed by members
of the Forestry club in the future,
according to Dean T. C. Spaulding.
The trees lately planted in the
grove will be sufficiently matured
to form an arboretum inside the
next 20 years, although they will
continue to grow for practically a
century.
When the grove has been suffic
iently developed rustic benches will
be put in, In order to make a com
fortable retreat for students.

HERE’S A WELCOME!
Missoula’s oldest, largest and best store extends to
students and faculty of the Summer School a hearty
welcome. We want you to know us as a friendly store,
a store anxious to serve and to please. You cannot
spend spare time more pleasantly than in browsing
through our conprehensive stocks— you incur no obli
gation and you’ll not be urged to buy.

MissoduMercantiijeCq

S w im m ir » «

Suits

All excursions are conducted by
the University at cost and are or
ganized by members of the faculty
who are familiar with the places to
be visited. Detailed information
concerning each trip can be ob
tained from the Summer School
Bulletin.

Bulletin Board
Montana is versatile to say the
least Who can deny the complete
originality of a "breakfast, clean
and comfortable?” But we are
earnestly assured by a small an
nouncement posted on the bulletin
board just inside the door of Main
hall that a "nice front room, with
breakfast clean and comfortable” is
for rent. Well furnished, don’t
you think?
Another card announces "men
tal measurements” are for sale, in
good condition. Can this be an
other species of measurement we
must strive for, even as the fair
sex diets to outdo Venus?
Religion is also to be had a t a
price, according to this remarkable
bulletin board. "For sale at less
than half price, Christianity, for
Men of Today in good condition,”
it states.
Nor is the collegiate car left
out of the limelight A Chevrolet
one-third off (does that mean onethird missing, or just plai^crazy?)
driven only 4j2Q(V-«=ti3 ; yet
&®“"e f o r » minute

J “»t]
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—and Now!
SINGLETTES

model is popular at the beaches
this season. You’ll like it for its
comfort-fitting cut and shape as
well as its appearance.

The First National
Bank

o /V - R T E X

Pure Worsted
Rib Knit Suit

of Missoula
East Front and Higgins Ave
Phone 3111

that V an Raalte combination
of silk and rayon for super
service. In those wonderful
Van Raalte Singlettes, under
w ear ensembles in a single
piece. Snug! Smooth! Smart!

Shirts in smart stripe effects, and
trunks in solid colors. White- web
belt

$3*98
SUMMER
STUDENTS
Should try the

HIGH SCHOOL
CANDY SHOP

•itunas”

Lunches and Fountain

MISSOULA HEADQUARTERS

Kodak Film
Developing
Printing

cKay Art Co.

FOR

I

|>
W
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Above, V- R TexSinglette with the
very new aqd popular puff-pantie
and figure-molding brassiere ton,

SILK HOSE

Introducing Three New Numbers
Procurable in Leading Shades
KAYSER NO. 2 IX
New Improved T W IN HEEL— Finest Chiffon, Grace
ful and Slenderizing to the Ankle. Pair, $2.50.
KAYSER NO. 139X
The New “SLENDO” HEEL— Sheer Chiffon, Picot
Top. Special Value, Pair, $1.95,
KAYSER NO. 149X
The New “SLENDO” H E E L -S h eer Chiffon Service,
oilk to Top. Special Value, Pair, $1.65.

V A t the right the Singlette with
molded top |nd bloomer finished
with elastic,Hrtailoredor day wear.

$3.50
V-R Tex ipinglette same as
above ejKtept open knee.

Other
posing new things
to see i jtdiiyou come in.

Hosiery Department—First Floor—Donohue’

MlSSO#-\MERCANraECot

